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.                                                                                         2. Abstract                                                                                                . 

Magnetic fusion plasmas are subject to a variety of instabilities, such as MHD modes and 
micro-instabilities. Micro-instabilities, such as drift-waves, which are scaled by the finite 
Larmor radius (FLR) of ions or electrons are of great importance in order to understand 
the transport mechanisms and to improve plasma confinement performance of fusion 
plasmas.
The drift wave is one of the typical micro-instabilities in tokamak plasmas. It has been 
extensively studied that ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven turbulence may dominate 
the ion transport with the regulation of the self-generated zonal flows. Here, we 
numerically investigate the ion temperature gradient mode (ITG) instability in the 
presence of a magnetic island using a gyro-kinetic simulation code. 

We perform reduced gyro-kinetic simulation (2d sheared slab) with kinetic ion and 
electron species by keeping all gyro-kinetics effects. We found out that the poloidal 
coupling induced by the magnetic island enables unstable modes to dissipate energy by 
stable modes. However, in contrast to gyro-fluid simulations, the short-wavelength 
modes, which appears in full gyro-kinetic. treatment, substantially reduces the 
dissipation channel and the stabilizing effect due to coupling is strongly reduced, indeed 
the destabilizing effect due to the formation of new rational surfaces dominates.
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with the emphasis on the understanding of underlying 
interaction processes. In Sec. 4, the development of a 
gyrokinetic code to simulate both kinetic ion and electron 
responses on equal foot is introduced aiming at chasing the 
next generation exa-scale simulation in the study of 
long-time dynamics of multi-scale turbulence and transport 
in MCF plasmas. Finally, the work is summarized in Sec.5.  

 
II. Multi-scale turbulence problem and the practical 
simulation models in MCF plasmas 

1. Multi-scale turbulence problem in MCF plasmas 
In tokamak and stellarator plasmas, the fluctuation is 

highly anisotropic in spatio-temporal spectra due to the 
Lorentz force on the charged particles. It is typical of long 
wavelength along parallel direction and short wavelength 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Meanwhile, the 
gyro-motion of the charged particles is much faster than the 
diamagnetic drift due to the background inhomogeneity. 
These are the most fundamental multi-scale problems in 
MCF plasmas. The latter one provides the basic hypothesis 
of the gyrokinetic theory to approximate the kinetic effects 
of fast gyro-motion on the fluctuation at diamagnetic drift 
frequency scale, namely, finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects. 
Such multi-scale (mainly two-scale) problems have been 
approximately solved through the so-called ballooning 
representation in a sheared geometry and the gyrokinetic 
theory via gyro-average approximation. Hence the 
multi-scale problem invoked here is on the nonlinear 
turbulence interaction in a wide spatial scale covering the 
electron and ion gyro-radius as well as the device size scale 
and in a broad time scale cross the electron and ion 
diamagnetic drift time and the Alfven time of magnetic 
fluctuations. The multi-scale physics is governed by both 
non-adiabatic response of electrons and ions as well as the 
magnetic dynamics through the nonlinear coupling. The 
fluctuation at each scale may be represented by some typical 
eigenmodes or instabilities, as schematically pictured in 
Figure 1 in tokamak plasmas. Each eigenmode is linearly or 
nonlinearly excited by individual driving force and 
nonlinearly connected with others through mode coupling. 
Note that the spatio-temporal scale is widely across several 
orders so that the analytical solution of each fluctuation is 
almost impracticably obtained at present if the nonlinear 
interaction processes in whole spectrum are fully involved. 
A new theory framework of multi-scale plasma turbulence is 
under the construction due to the highly complex.  

Massively parallel plasma simulation has become an 
indispensable method in turbulence study and the relevant 
work has been running for years. Based on the theoretical 
description of plasma behavior, the simulation methodology 
is categorized as fluid and kinetic simulations. The former 
one generally includes the MHD turbulence simulation. The 
first principle simulation in MCF plasmas is based on 
modern gyrokinetic theory1) employing particle or Vlasov 
method. In gyrokinetic simulation, the particle motion in a 
turbulent environment is precisely solved in time. The 
feedback to the fluctuation is then evaluated through 
statistical average procedure. Hence it suffers from onerous 

calculation and huge CPU time while the reliable results are 
generally respected. The advantage of the fluid model is 
renowned. It has been extensively shown that the fluid 
simulation has not only revealed an amount of physics 
mechanisms through simplified modeling and sophisticated 
treatment, but it may also be more appropriate to perform 
long time simulation of relevant physics processes, which is 
required in future fusion reactor plasma including the ITER 
burning plasma. 

 

 
Fig.  1 Schematic system of multi-scale turbulence in MCF 

plasmas. Here a  is device size, ei ,  is ion or electron 
gyroradius, ei ,*  is the diamagnetic drift frequency of ion or 
electron, A  is the Alfven frequency. The abbreviated forms are 
expressed as follows: MHD–magnetohydrodynamics, ITG/ETG– 
ion/electron temperature gradient, CTIM/DTIM (CTEM/DTEM)– 
collisionless/dissiptive trapped ion/electron mode, CDBM– 
current diffusion ballooning mode.   

 
   Multi-scale turbulence problem in MCF plasma is 
extremely complicated due to various instabilities distributed 
in wide spatio-temporal spectra as shown in Figure 1. It 
seems to be still unfeasible at present to perform a full-scale 
turbulence simulation covering all MHD dynamics, ion- and 
electron-scale micro-fluctuations as well as the transport 
dynamics. While many efforts are being made to 
consistently involve nonadiabatic ion and electron responses 
in a first principle simulation based on gyrokinetic theory, 
various simplified models that emphasize important physics 
processes in a relatively narrow spectral regime are also 
being proposed as a practical step. Two typical cases are 
feasible. One case is the multi-scale combination with MHD 
and ion-scale micro-fluctuation, namely MHD+ITG in 
Figure 1, in which the electron inertia effect is ignored. This 
model aims at exploring the nonlinear interaction between 
magnetic island dynamics and ion-scale turbulence with 
zonal flows (ZFs). Another model tends to involve kinetic 
ion and electron responses on equal foot as the typical 
system ITG+ETG as illustrated in Figure 1. The basic 
difference from the MHD+ITG model is retaining full 
electron inertia effect so that the micro-scale electron 
dynamics can be studied in the ITG+ETG model.  
 
2. Simplified models of multi-scale turbulence simulation 
in MCF plasmas  
(1) Gyrofluid model for multi-scale MHD+ITG turbulence 
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ample are su!ering Tearing instablities which results in a magnetic island.
The formed magnetic Island results large magnetic Islands can arise [4] which
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Calculation Model

1.0.1 MHD 2-field equations

Tokamaks exhibits a strong and almost constant poloidal guide field, where
perpendicular variations are much lower B!/B0 ! 1, thus we can safely drop
any field variations in the z-direction !z " " and assuming slab geometry.
Additionally we assume #! " " (constant temperature approximation) and
neglect any pressure e!ects p " "2 This leads to the reduced MHD equation,
see [5]
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with S = &R/&A the Lundquist number and % and $ the two dimensional
electro-static and magnetic potential. Further above equation is linearized by
assuming % = %0 + %1, $ = $0 + $1, where %0,$0 is the time-independent
background potential and %1 ! %0,$1 ! $0 is a small perturbation. For $0

we assume a profile of the Harris type form $0 = arctanh(
%
ŝx), with ŝ, the

shear. This system is generally unstable and evolves to an magnetic island.

Reduced Gyro-kinetic equations

For the numerical investigation of micro-turbulence we employ a self-developed
gyro-kinetic code, see Hilscher (2010) [6]. For the geometry we can em-
ploy same approximations as for the MHD code. Especially, we reduce to
2-dimensional space by applying the following approximation k" = (0, ŝx, z) ·
(kx, ky, kz) " ŝx. This is valid because the kz ! 1 in Tokamaks. We use a
local approximation, where temperature and density is assumed to be con-
stant along the domain, but with finite gradients along the x-direction. The
equation system reads
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Gyro-kinetic Vlasov-Poisson Equation System : 

Add static m=1 magnetic Island 
 (analytical solution) ψ = ŝx2
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Reconnection phenomenon destabilization 
and formation of an  magnetic Island
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Nuclear Fusion in the sun’s center

Plasma Control Coils
Plasma Heating (NBI, RF)
Plasma Chamber
Transformer Coil
Magnetic field coils
Blankets
Divertor
Cryostat
Human

MHD Instabilities (Magnetic Islands) Micro-Instabilities due to Temperature  gradient
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A large temperature gradient, leads 
to a destabilization of the ion 
sound wave by inverse Landau 
damping.  The resulting ITG wave is 
responsible for anomalous heat 
and particle transport in Tokamaks. 

Sketch of Tokamak

Scales of instabilities inside the
core Plasma and their interaction
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We use highly parallelized simulation code (gkc [1]) to study gyro-kinetic drift 
turbulence in sheared-slab (2D) geometry.

We use direct mode-coupling to avoid transformation from Fourier to real space

A1, f1 + qσ f0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = −ψ x ky
m+1 f1

m+1 + ky
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+ψ ky

1 f1,x
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[1] GKC : https://github.com/philscher/gkc

[2] Wang et al.,  http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3166600 

proton-proton cycle in the sun

Energy release  ~ 27 MeV
Temperature   ~ 15 M K

Energy from coal burning

Nuclear Fusion of hydrogen releases 5000000x times the energy of burning 
coal and without C02 emission or no long living nuclear waste !

Energy release ~ 3 eV 
Temperature 1000 K

Sketch of ITER Tokamak (starting from 2019)
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Gyro-fluid results from Wang et al. [2]

Poloidal growthrates without magnetic Islands
between different gyro-models

Smolyakov et al (2002, PRL)
Gao et. al (2003, PoP)
Hirose et. al (2002, PoP)

Simple quasi-linear estimate :

Qsw− ITG = γ
k⊥
2 Qstd− ITG

thus normally not
important

Short-wavelength modesk! = kz + ŝxky +
!!̃

!x
cos"kTy#ky ! kT!̃ sin"kTy#kx. "5#

Thus the rational surface equation can be written as ŝx
+!!̃ /!xcos"kTy#=0 in the limit of kx /ky!0 and kz!0 in 2D
configuration since kx /ky "1 components dominate in the
spectra "see Fig. 5#. It is further reduced to the form as

x ! # sin"$x# = 0, "6#

near the O-point region, where cos"kTy#=!1 and the local
profile of !!̃ /!x can be qualitatively taken as sin"$x# with $

being its wave number.1,14 Its amplitude #$ !̃"0# / ŝ gives
%#$w /4 roughly. It is easily known that Eq. "6# has only
one solution x=0 for small #, but has another two roots x
= %xr besides x=0 when # exceeds a critical value. Numeri-
cal solutions of Eq. "5# in Fig. 1"a# also verify that there is
only one rational surface at x=0 for w&10.2'i while there
are three rational surfaces at x=0, %xr for w(10.2'i. Their
contours for given values of kx and ky are plotted in Figs.
1"b# and 1"c#. Here it can be seen that the finite kx only
modifies the positions of rational surfaces near the O-point
"x=0,y=10)# slightly. Since the spectra of kx and ky are
continuous "see Fig. 5#, all the rational surfaces would form
a broad distribution. We speculate that the perturbations ex-
cited at this broad distribution would possibly form a radially
extended global-type envelope near the O-point region. The
change of rational surfaces due to a wide magnetic island
might give rise to new characteristics.

On the other hand, radial and poloidal variations of mag-
netic field associated with an island cause mode couplings
via the parallel compression "or acoustic wave propagation#,
as indicated in Eq. "1#. Note that the magnetic island can
affect the ITG mode through the resultant term *"fky# in Eqs.

"2#–"4#, where the ITG fluctuations with different radial "or
poloidal# scales are coupled by the operator !x!̃ "or !y!̃, i.e.,
ikT!̃#. In addition, the effects of both couplings are multi-
plied. It is therefore noticed that the magnetic island may
lead to two new physical processes, i.e., the modification of
rational surfaces and the mode couplings.

To examine the new characteristics due to the magnetic
island, we simulate the linear evolution of the ITG system by
solving numerically the linearized Eqs. "2#–"4# with a 2D
initial value code.15 A finite difference method is applied in x
direction with fixed boundary condition and a Fourier de-
composition is used in y direction. The simulation domain is
Lx=100'i and Ly =20)'i, and the typical parameters are kT
=0.1, ŝ=0.4, and +!=,!=-!=0.8. The linear growth rate
of the system . versus the island width w is plotted in Fig. 2.
It is seen that . increases with w for large w while it de-
creases with w for small w. This evidence indicates that the
wide island can make the ITG mode more unstable, whereas
a thin island plays a stabilizing effect. Accordingly, it is nu-
merically observed that the instability threshold is slightly
shifted down for a wide island. Figure 3 shows that the linear
potential perturbations are indeed broadened radially near the
O-point region, which agrees with the above speculation on
the mode structure. It is physically reasonable that the mode
structures are extended radially due to the broad distribution
of rational surfaces.

Now let us understand the destabilizing mechanism. For
the ITG modes in a plasma with reversed magnetic shear,16,17

it was found that multiple unstable branches with different
mode structures and growth rates could be excited at two
rational surfaces of the both sides of the minimum-q surface.
Also, it has been demonstrated that the growth rate of the
global branch is usually larger than that of the nonglobal
"conventional# branch when the distance between both ratio-
nal surfaces is small.16,17 As shown in Fig. 1, the newly pro-
duced rational surfaces by the magnetic island are so dense
that the perturbations would strongly couple together to form
a radially global eigenmode with a faster growth rate. Mode
structures shown in Fig. 3 illustrate this mechanism vividly.
Here we refer to this global-type eigenmode as the magnetic-

FIG. 1. "Color online# "a# Radial positions of the rational surface vs the
island width w for ky =0.5 and kx=0 when cos"kTy#=!1. In 0/w/10.2'i,
one rational surface at x=0; in w(10.2'i, three rational surfaces at x
=0, %xr. Contours of the rational surface "k! =0# for "b# ky =0.5 and kx=0;
for "c# ky =0.5 and kx=0.3 when w=19'i.

FIG. 2. "Color online# Dependence of the linear growth rate . of the system
composed of all ky harmonics on island width w for different ,i.
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Example Simulation with Island width of w=13
Lx = 80, Ly = 64, Nx = 256, Nky = 65, ŝ = 0.4, ηi = 4.2
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Poloidal coupling leads to the  formation 
of a global mode (all modes have same 
frequency and growthrate). Energy can be 
transferred from unstable modes to stable 
modes and dissipated by away.

Comparing gyro-1 and full order gyro-kinetic simulations We conclude that the appearance of the sw-
ITG mode  blocks the dissipation of std-ITG 
mode thus the stabilization effect of a 
magnetic island on ITG waves is reduced.

std-ITG sw-ITG

Our simulation code 
handles both types.

Compare results.

Compare to 
gyro-fluid

Time Evolution of Mode Power Contour of Island

m=1
dominating

[3] P.P. Hilscher et al.,  ISBN-13: 978-4431540663

Dissipation mechanism w/o sw-ITG

Simulation models to be compared :

(The sw-ITG mode can be clearly seen in the turbulence spectra (picture left). The dependence of total 
energy growth vs. Island size w with sw-ITG mode shows very weak stabilization effects. Destabilization 
dominates with island size bigger than w=8 (picture right)
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